
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3 countries that had brutal massive vaccination campaigns witnessed their worst 

epidemic mortality peak and their longest deadliest phase (figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) in 

conjunction with vaccination campaign initiation. 

 

In 2 of these cases, their covid mortality exceeded that for all the preceding 10 months of 

the epidemic. These countries are Israel, United Arab Emirates (UAE) and United Kingdom 

(UK). Israel used mRNA Pfizer, UK used mRNA Pfizer, Moderna and Astrazeneca, UAE 

used mRNA Pfizer, Sputnik and Sinopharm. 

 

It is interesting to note that this deadly episode coinciding with vaccination happened in 

Israel and the UK under strict lockdown including non essential business closure and stay 

home mandates. 

 

It is also troubling to see that Israel’s mortality peak only follows its cases peak by 8 days 

instead of the usual 14 to 21 days or the 17 days observed in previous peak thus possibly 

hinting to a deadlier more striking infection or frailest population dying more than in 



prior epidemic peak. 

 

New mortality peaks seem to appear in Israel in ages 15-44 and 65+ after epidemic and 

after vaccination (figure 4). A similar situation appears in Belgium who had been spared 

since beginning 2021 coincinding with vaccination acceleration and its extension to 45-64 

years old group with comorbidities. (figure 4) 

 

Kuwait, Bahrain, Uruguay, Seychelles, Hungary, Monaco, Mongolia and to a lesser extent 

Chile are also facing a very high mortality coinciding again with massive vaccination 28 . 

More recently, India started a fast massive vaccination campaign late March 2021 

coinciding once more with a severe rise in mortality as shown in figure 2, worse than all 

prior episodes combined 

 

Italy, France and Estonia are observing an excess all cause mortality precisely in the age 

groups 75 to 84 that have been vaccinated mostly by mRNA Pfizer and Moderna and to 

some extent Astrazeneca (Figure 5). 

 

Death coinciding with vaccination repeatedly does not establish causality but calls for fair 

complete independent investigations as suspicion is raised and numbers are alarming 

particularly that this failure adds to prior ones. 

 

Reproducing the experiment, with a risk of reproducing results illustrated in (figures 

1,2,3,4,5). 

 

Israel, Emirates, UK, Kuwait, Bahrain, India, Uruguay, Seychelles and Chile chose to 

vaccinate massively, including in some cases, populations at low risk of severe 

disease 29 sometimes without prior control as to pre-existing on going covid infection or 

pre-existing covid natural cellular immunity [30, 31] . 

 

This was done in disregard of a clear risk, benefit analysis for each individual, wasting 

vaccines that could have been made available to populations at risk in other parts of the 

world thus raising ethical, medical and scientific questions. 

 

Requested investigation should explore how these vaccination campaigns failed to 

prevent this terrible outcome and if they contributed to it. All hypothesis should be 

explored including non-mutually exclusive hypothesis such as Antibodies Dependency 

Enhancement (ADE) [32, 33]., Enhanced Respiratory Disease (ERD) 34 35 , vaccines side 

effects, vaccinated population being more infectious, vaccination places being clustering 

places, counter productive effect on already naturally immunized population or over-

inflated vaccine efficacy on some populations, pressure-selection ... Hospitalizations, 

appearances or increases of syndromes must all be documented...Deaths had to occur 

before aknowledging thrombosis risks, is it necessary to wait for all the rest? 

 



Benefit/risk was ignored when low risk young and healthy populations were exposed, 

pressured, tempted to vaccinate with very limited benefit, some short-term risks and 

unknown long-term risks [36 37 38 39] . 

 

Excess mortality and possible hospitalizations coinciding with vaccinated groups in 

several countries calls for exact investigations of short term overlooked or ignored issues 

in addition to longer term side effects that are yet to be discovered. 

 

Any treatment must come with counter-indications and a clear risk benefit analysis for 

every group and for the community. There have been attempts to explain such failure and 

outcome by variants in UK, south America, and now India. Such variants did not have the 

same effect in other countries that were not massively vaccinating. It remains unclear if 

pressure – selection resulting from massive vaccination leads to selection of variants that 

elude vaccinal immunity, tests and possibly other measures. Such hypothesis give current 

observations must be considered carefully. If it is not the case then, careful attention must 

be paid to vaccine side effects on some sub-categories as the cause of such surges in 

mortality. Suspicion will remain until is explained in each of such cases causes of 

increased mortality. Vaccination maybe a tool that may help with such a pandemic, but 

an accurate risk benefit analysis must be done for each category, each vaccine and 

efficacy on circulating variants based on sufficient data. Massive vaccination independent 

of such analysis has shown to be a failure to avoid a significant mortality rise in many 

cases and calls urgently for a nuanced approach. 

 

Reckless behavior of massive inconsiderate vaccination becomes more serious when 

vaccinating those who already contracted covid 19 as this population had been excluded 

from Pfizer and Moderna trials. Any population that has been excluded from the trial can 

only be vaccinated within a trial. If they are healthy their benefit from vaccination was 

already low. If they recovered there is hardly any theoretical benefit and no demonstrated 

benefit. Risks are present on the short and long term. 

 

By vaccinating covid recovered individuals, in addition to putting them at risk, outside of 

any trial, a negative alteration of cellular immunity cannot be excluded which would be 

counterproductive for all. 

 

While data accumulated to demonstrate diversity, efficacy, and higher performance in 

prevention of variant-related infections of naturally-acquired immunity, with 

demonstrated importance of Lymphocytes qualitative response and mucosal immunity 

role, while no strong evidence of correlates with serological antibody measures, avoiding 

or delaying such natural immunity to develop within lower risk population may result in 

increased or continued risks for all [40 41 42 43] . 

 

Changes to protocols, changing duration between shots as suggested in some cases or 

adding a third shot as suggested in others must be done within same standards of 



evidence requirements consistently and in many cases under a controlled trial approach 

measuring risks and benefits. 

 

Any population for whom efficacy is not demonstrated can only be vaccinated within a 

proper clinical trial. 

 

At the very least, this demonstrates that massive vaccination failed to show a visible effect 

at times when virus is circulating. High levels of mortality calls for an investigation to 

identify if it has not been counter-productive possibly making things worse and exposing 

individuals with little benefit to short and long term side effects. 

 

By vaccinating massively including those with low benefit, in addition to exposing them 

to unnecessary risks from first vaccination and from eventually multiplication of 

vaccinations if new strains emerge requiring new vaccinations. This happening with 

multiple vaccines calls for caution with the process and for more adequate attention 

concerning each vaccine as well as vaccination multiplication with the same vaccine or a 

different one. Independent clinical trials would need to be done for such a serious matter 

to be handled upon extrapolations without sufficient data. 

 

This massive vaccination was done disregarding individual risk/benefit sometimes in 

some countries without proper informed consent, possibly pressuring or tricking some to 

vaccinate exposing them to short term risks and unknown long-term risks without 

sufficient scientific and ethical basis. It was done disregarding solidarity between nations 

by vaccinating individuals who do not need it and for whom risks exceed benefits and it 

was done without careful control to minimize risks of pressure selection. The final 

outcome is that above mentioned countries had a terrible mortality wave and in the case 

of Israel high mortality episodes after the epidemic wave in groups 15-44 and 65+ and in 

Belgium excess mortality reappeared after several months of normality. 
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